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Create PDF files on your device, offline, no internet connection or server uploads required.

- Write rich text,  or copy and paste text from anywhere and paste it into the app.
- Scan text straight into your document.
- Select between different fonts, text color, style and size.
- Change the document margin as needed.
- Add images, position, resize and rotate them.
- Create and add signatures.
- Add pages as needed, change page number style and page color.
- Save your work and continue later.  All documents are saved and can be edited and used to create new PDF files at a later stage. 
- Open, share, print or delete the PDF files from the app. 
- Share and send images and text from other applications to PDF Creator to add it to the current or a new document.
- Convert images to PDF documents
Updated on
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing


No data collectedLearn more about how developers declare collection


Data is encrypted in transit

You can request that data be deleted


See details
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November 13, 2022
Guys, your back looking button erases the pages! I lost several pages which took me hours to compose! Your signature function makes the script super big and it is super hard to position the signature on the page. And it takes forever to copy and page since you can only do one page paste, then flip to the next page and copy only one more page-should just do it all at once. It shouldn't make me move overages at the bottom of the page it should Auto move that to the next page! Takes too long.
28 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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July 20, 2022
Horrible tutorial. There's no information on how to download the PDF to your device after you create it. There's no tutorial or information on how to actually create the PDF, they all just stay under "document in progress". Can't make more than one document at a time, lost three hours worth of work because the second file just disappeared. Don't waste your time. Also.... Ads.
21 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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August 18, 2019
This app was good for creating the simple text pdfsvi needed. I didn't follow the turotials so I'm sure it could do more. I had to delete it though because it somehow made itself the default app when I tried to save images from websites. The app would just open and completely stall what I was doing. I turned off everything I could so it was the default for nothing but it still kept opening. For that reason I deleted it.
26 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




DBD Soft
August 18, 2019

The app opened images by default either because it was the open app that can do it or because you selected 'Always' when opened an image with it. You can reset the default app that opens images by clearing defaults in the settings of your browser. Please contact us at dbdsoft@gmail.com if you need assistance with this.
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